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Abstract

Today, reducing global greenhouse gas emissions has become a crucial issue for protecting the earth’s environment. This requires the reduction of energy consumption in as many sectors as possible, including home networks. Indeed, in the home environment, networked devices consume a large proportion of household energy.

There are three reasons that can explain the high energy consumption of home network devices. Firstly, devices are in idle state for hours when they are not in operation. Secondly, they cannot go to an ultra-low power consumption state when they are not needed. And last but not least, there is an increasing number of home network devices with soaring power consumption in our homes.

These home network devices have a long switching time from idle state to sleeping state. Moreover, explicit user commands are required to switch the device from idle state to soft-off state. We can certainly gain energy if the device stays in sleeping state or soft-off state instead of idle state. We propose an Overlay Energy Control Network (OECN) which can switch devices from idle state to sleeping state much more quickly and from idle state to soft-off state automatically.

The Overlay Energy Control Network (OECN) is formed by at least one overlay energy control node connected to each home network device. The OECN power management coordinates the power states of all home network devices. The overlay energy control nodes can exchange energy control messages. The devices can be turned on or turned off, or can return to their power states when they receive the OECN messages.

So that the OECN can be adaptive to our home network devices, the OECN is developed in two ways: (i) all overlay energy control nodes in the home network are ZigBee nodes. This is a ZigBee Mandatory OECN Solution (ZMS); (ii) one or more devices become the overlay energy control nodes where there are no ZigBee modules on that device. This is a ZigBee Optional OECN Solution (ZOS).

In our simulation, we will evaluate our overlay energy-saving solutions with a self-controlled energy solution in three metrics: energy consumption, delay and cost. In the self-controlled solution, the device controls its own power state.

The proposed Overlay Energy Control Network provides an efficient energy-saving solution for home network devices. In our use case, the ZigBee Mandatory Solution can gain 21.79% energy on average compared to the self-controlled solution. It is an efficient energy-saving solution, but it has a relatively high delay compared to the ZigBee Optional Solution and the self-controlled solution.

Index terms: Energy saving, Green networking, Home network, Overlay control network, ZigBee.
1. Introduction

In the last decade, there has been a proliferation of connected devices in the home environment. The number of connected devices has led to a sharp increase in energy consumption in the home [1]. A home network is a complex environment which contains several different types of devices: Set-Top Box (STB), Home Gateway (HGW), PC, laptop, power line communication plugs and so on, with different kinds of connections: Wi-Fi, Ethernet and power line communication.

Energy saving in this complex home network is crucial for the following two reasons:
- Firstly, each electricity generation system has a “carbon footprint” [2]. This means that all electricity generation systems generate carbon emissions, which are a major cause of global warming. Thus, for future generations, it is necessary to find an efficient energy-saving solution which will reduce carbon emissions.
- Secondly, the cost of electricity is not an insignificant part of the family’s household budget. Especially for low income families, it is always difficult to meet energy costs. According to report [3], electricity costs may rise to more than one fifth of a family’s income. In order to improve quality of life, it is essential to reduce electricity bills by reducing energy consumption.

As seen, it is essential to provide an effective way of reducing power consumption for both environmental and economic reasons. The Overlay Energy Control Network (OECN) is proposed as a way of meeting the requirement to reduce energy consumption. This solution is based on a dedicated control network, in overlay with a typical home network. By sending overlay energy control messages, the OECN can turn off the devices or switch the devices to an ultra low power consumption mode when they are not in operation.

Several studies have contributed to the topic of energy saving. In terms of the device system, dynamic power management is proposed [4], [5], and [6]. Devices can be switched to a lower power mode when there is reduced demand for service. In addition, several algorithms have been proposed to minimise the energy consumption of device components, for instance, Ethernet links [7], and memory [8], [9]. Since home network devices usually work together to offer multifunction, it is not sufficient to save energy at the level of each individual device. Consequently, the OECN provides a collaborative method by exchanging energy control messages to control the power states of home network devices.

On the network layer, Youn-Kware Jeong et al. have proposed a power management algorithm. This reduces power consumption by reconfiguring the power control elements of each device [10]. Nevertheless, this study does not take into account the consumption associated with network connections, necessarily active in the proposed model. The authors also lack the consideration of the delay necessary for state changes. This delay can strongly influences the user perceived experience. In this chapter we propose a model based on an overlay network with very low energy consumption and evaluate the efficiency of our solution by analysing not only the energy gain and cost gain, but also the delay generated
by the energy-saving solution. The evaluation is based on a home network which simulates real family life with variant day types.

With a home network, users want to be able to use the internet at any time on any device when they need the network service. Moreover, home network devices work together to provide some collaborative services. For instance, a laptop user may want to watch a video saved on the set-top box hard drive, and these home network devices work together to offer the video playing service [11]. The OECN offers a collaborative way to immediately turn off/switch-to-sleep the devices when they are not interacting or in operation. With the help of the OECN, devices can be switched to an ultra low power state (soft-off state or sleeping state), instead of away state where the power consumption is much higher than the former two states.

We defined power states according to the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) standard [12]:

- **G0 (Working State):** The device is on and applications are executed.
- **G0-1 (Away State or Idle State):** This is a subset of the working state. The device is on but idle, and no applications are executed. We distinguish this state from the working state because this state consumes a lot of energy that is not required by the user.
- **G1 (Sleeping State):** The device is sleeping.
- **G2 (Soft-off State):** The device is turned off, but the power supply is still plugged in to the power source.
- **G3 (Mechanical-off State):** The power supply to the device has been completely removed.

Initially, the device needs a long waiting time, typically half an hour to one hour, to switch from G0-1 (away/idle state) to G1 (sleeping state). Moreover, users need to regulate the device manually to switch from G0-1 to G2 (soft-off state). We can gain energy if the device stays in G1 (sleeping state) or G2 (soft-off state) instead of G0-1 (away/idle state). In this chapter, we propose an always-on Overlay Energy Control Network (OECN) which can switch devices from G0-1 to G1 much more quickly and from G0-1 to G2 automatically. This always-on overlay architecture consumes little energy since it is partly constructed on the ultra-low power consumption ZigBee modules. Each ZigBee module consumes about 18 to 120 milliwatt hours per day [13], and it can turn on/turn off one device through the USB port. ZigBee is used to satisfy the need for a standard-based wireless network that has low power consumption, low data rates and robust security. The other part of the overlay architecture is based on the Ethernet. Our system could wake the devices up by implementing the method of Wake-On-Lan, turn the devices off and request the power state of the devices by the UPnP Low Power protocol [14]. UPnP low power protocol is defined to satisfy the demand of reporting and tracking the power states of the UPnP nodes. If possible, the UPnP low power protocol could also request the device to enter the sleeping state.
In this chapter, section 2 sets out the architecture of our OECN. Section 3 describes the methodology used to evaluate our solutions and the simulations, and then presents the analysis of the results.

2. The proposed Overlay Energy Control Network

In a home network, there are many kinds of devices such as a home gateway (HGW), set-top box (STB), power line communication (PLC) plugs, PC, laptop, and so on. In order to reduce the overall energy consumption of the integral home network devices, a low power consumption control layer over this home network is proposed: this is an Overlay Energy Control Network. In this section, we present firstly the global architecture and the protocol stack of the OECN system, two solutions based on this system will be proposed.

2.1 Global architecture

The Overlay Energy Control Network (OECN) is formed by at least one overlay energy control node connected to each home network device. The OECN power management coordinates the power states of all the home network devices. The overlay energy control nodes can exchange energy control messages. The devices can be turned on or turned off, or they can return to their power states when they receive the OECN messages.

We chose to implement the OECN power management in the Home Gateway because we assumed that this device is always present and in active state in the home network to support VOIP phone calls. At the home network level, all devices are interacting components which work together. By exchanging OECN messages, the devices centralise their information on the OECN management node. The OECN management collects the power information and controls the network devices (shown in Figure 1 below).

In the home network, all devices interact together to provide collaborative services. The network topology dependence, network traffic and power state information of the devices is required by the OECN manager node. Meanwhile, the OECN manager node controls the integral home network based on this information.
When one device receives the power turn-on/turn-off message from ZigBee, it will be shut down by a command sent by ZigBee or woken up by WAKE-ON-USB. Since home network devices are generally equipped with a USB port, we assume that we can apply our solution to those USB-equipped devices.

The devices can be turned on or turned off, or they can return to their power states when they receive the OECN messages. These OECN messages can be sent in two ways. Therefore, the OECN can be implemented in two ways. This depends on the type of energy control node and the way overlay energy control messages are exchanged: if all OECN nodes are ZigBee nodes in the home network, this is a ZigBee Mandatory OECN Solution; if, however, one or more OECN nodes are devices that do not have Zigbee modules, this is a ZigBee Optional OECN Solution.

2.2 Protocol stack

In the overlay energy control network, the user device and the home gateway (or any two user devices) can communicate through ZigBee network or any LAN (like Ethernet or WiFi). User devices which is capable to support a ZigBee module should have the function of powering the ZigBee module, exchanging the messages with the ZigBee USB/UART interface, being powered on/off by the module. Between two user devices without ZigBee modules, the communication is realized by the UPnP low power messages over the HTTP protocol. Figure 2 shows the protocol stack of the proposed OECN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UPnP</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>TCP/UDP</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>LLC</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>IEEE 802.11/IEEE802.3</th>
<th>IEEE 802.15.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OECN application</td>
<td>ZigBee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 OECN protocol stack

2.3 ZigBee Mandatory energy-saving Solution (ZMS)

ZigBee Mandatory energy-saving Solution (ZMS): When all the energy control nodes are ZigBee modules, this is called a ZigBee Mandatory energy-saving Solution, as shown in Figure 2 (below).

There are several advantages to having ZigBee modules as control nodes. A device can be turned off and can also be started up by the ZigBee module connected to it, which is always on. Therefore, this device can go into an ultra-low power consumption state (soft-off state).
Although there are some significant advantages to using ZigBee modules as overlay energy control nodes, it is not possible to use this solution everywhere. As it might not be possible to connect a ZigBee module to the device or if the ZigBee transmission diameter is limited, we propose another alternative solution, namely the ZigBee Optional energy-saving Solution.

2.4 ZigBee Optional energy-saving Solution (ZOS)

ZigBee Optional energy-saving Solution (ZOS): Compared to the ZMS, the ZigBee Optional energy-saving Solution (ZOS) does not need each device to be fitted with a ZigBee module. When there is no ZigBee module on a device, the device itself becomes the energy control node and the energy control messages are sent via the data home network.

In Figure 3, the OECN is formed by ZigBee OECN nodes, one PLC plug and the STB. The reasons why the devices (PLC plug and STB) become overlay energy control nodes are because:

- The set-top box is not equipped with a ZigBee module;
- The distance between the two PLC plugs is too great for the ZigBee transmission diameter.

On these non-ZigBee devices, the overlay energy control messages are sent through the data home network instead of a ZigBee network. Non-ZigBee devices can immediately go into a low power state (sleeping state) when there is no executing application. However, we cannot switch the device to a soft-off state since the OECN cannot turn on a soft-off device without the help of ZigBee module. Although not all devices can be switched to an ultra-low power consumption state (soft-off state), we can still save energy using the ZOS by only leaving active those elements required for wake up (network interfaces, etc.).

3. Simulation and analysis of results

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the two OECN solutions (ZMS and ZOS), we will compare the performance of these two proposed solutions with a traditional energy-saving solution called a self-controlled solution.
1) Self-controlled energy-saving solution: The device controls its own power state. This means that the device goes into the low power consumption state (sleeping state) by a user-defined condition (a one hour timer, for example).

2) ZigBee Mandatory energy-saving Solution: The OECN manager controls all home network devices with a ZigBee module connected to each device. All overlay energy control messages will be transmitted by the ZigBee modules.

3) ZigBee Optional energy-saving Solution: The OECN manager controls devices in a hybrid way. The overlay energy control messages will be sent by the ZigBee overlay network or the data home network.

3.1 Simulation methodology

In this section, we firstly build our device modelling which is in context of four different day types. Then we are going to apply three solutions on one or several devices.

3.1.1 Device Utilisation Modelling

We first generated the device modelling, and on top of that we applied the energy efficient solutions. Each device in the home network may be used at random time. Thus, the device modelling is expected to characterise its stochastic behaviour. Here, we use a simple Markov process to describe each device. From the user’s perspective, a home network device is either in operation (active) or not in operation (inactive). Figure 4 shows that the probability of one active device becoming inactive is \( v \) and the probability from inactive to active is \( r \).

![Figure 5: Device modelling from the user's perspective](image)

As the utilisation rate of one device may vary during the day, the device will be represented by different \( r \) and \( v \) values over the 24 hour period. The device active utilisation ratio is defined as:

\[
R_{\text{active}} = \frac{r}{r+v}
\]  

This device active utilisation ratio gives the normalised probability of being in active state. When the device is active, this corresponds to “working state”. When the device is inactive, it can be in “away state”, “sleeping state” or “soft-off state”. The last two power states are low and ultra-low power consumption states. The different power states of an inactive device depend on the power-saving solution that we applied to this device. These different states have different power consumptions (Watt-hour), as shown in Table 1:
Device /Watt-hour | Working | Away | Sleeping | Soft-off  
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
STB | 21 | 19.2 | 13.5 | 2.5  
PC | 205 | 123.5 | 4.9 | 3.2  
Laptop | 79 | 54 | 5 | 2.5  
PLC | 6 | 3 | 2.6 | 0.15  

Table 1: Power consumption

Using the PC as an example, we can see that it consumes 205 Watt-hours when it is in “working state”. This is the average power consumption when a user uses the PC to download or play multimedia files. The PC consumes 123.5 Watt-hours (away state) and 3.2 Watt-hours (soft-off state). The difference in power consumption in these two states is significant. It proves that changing the power state when the device is inactive can effectively save energy.

### 3.1.2 Four day types

In order to make the device modelling realistic and adaptive to the family home network devices, the probabilities $r$ and $v$ are categorised into four different day types. We need to define a set of $r$ and $v$ values for one device in one day type. This is an example of four day types for a family of four. As a telecom operator, we have chosen these four day types according to our knowledge of our customers and how they use the devices. We also assumed that the home network devices are those shown in Figure 1.

1) Day type 1 (Working day): Parents go to work and children go to school. We will take the laptop as an example. The laptop has a high utilisation ratio between 8am and 9am because one family member needs to check his/her email. In the evening from 8pm to 12pm, one family member wants to surf the internet. Thus, the laptop has also a significant utilisation ratio. Each home network device has its own utilisation ratio at each time.

2) Day type 2 (Wednesday*): On this day type, the children stay at home and parents are at work. On this day type, the set-top box has a relatively high utilisation ratio during the daytime. The laptop and PC are used at various times throughout the whole day.

3) Day type 3 (Weekend): All family members are at home. The laptop, PC and set-top box are needed at different times over the weekend.

4) Day type 4 (Holiday day): The whole family is on holiday. Apart from the PC that is equipped with a home security camera, which is on, the other devices in the home network are turned off completely.

---

* This study was conducted in France where pupils do not currently attend school on Wednesdays.
We use the set-top box on day type 1 as an example. As shown in Figure 5, all family members are at work or at school. The set-top box and television are turned on to watch the news when they get up. That is why we have high device utilisation at 7am. When the family members leave to go to school or work, the device utilisation goes down. At 12 noon, we have peak device utilisation, since the children return home to eat and watch television at the same time. In the evening, we also have high device utilisation of the set-top box when every family member is at home. The device utilisation of one device is relatively stable for each day type. Therefore, we can fix a set of device utilisation values for each day type.

3.1.3 Application of the three solutions

As mentioned earlier, device utilisation could be represented by a Markov process. Comparing this Markov process with the device power states, active corresponds to “working state”, while inactive corresponds to “away state”, “sleeping state” or “soft-off state”. The selected state depends on which energy efficient solution we apply.

Each energy efficient solution can therefore be defined by a finite-state machine. In the finite-state machine representation, we use the four power states which are cited in Section 1. From one power state to another, there is always a power and performance cost. A low power state has low power consumption and a long transition time. Conversely, a high power state has high power consumption and a short transition latency.

In our modelling, the abbreviations are defined in Table 2 (below):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w, s, a, o$</td>
<td>Power state: working state, sleeping state, away state and soft-off state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sw}, T_{wa}, T_{aw}, T_{wa}$, $T_s, T_a, T_w$ and $T_{aw}$</td>
<td>The transition time between two states. For instance, $T_{sw}$ is the transition time from “sleeping state” to “working state”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_s, P_w, P_a, P_o$ and $P_{aw}$</td>
<td>The power consumption of each transition. For instance, $P_{sw}$ is the transition power consumption from “sleeping state” to “working state”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Modelling abbreviations
Based on the device utilisation modelling, we can apply the three solutions to the device. Figure 6 shows the application of the self-controlled energy-saving solution. If a device is not being operated, the device will go into “away mode”. Then, after the timer has timed out (For instance, $T_a = $ one hour), the device will go into sleeping state. After staying in sleeping state for $T_s$, the device will be woken up by a user. So we can define the total energy for the self-controlled solution as:

$$E_{self-controlled} = T_w \cdot P_w + T_a \cdot P_a + T_s \cdot P_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Figure 7 shows that in the ZMS, if the device is not in operation, the device will be put into soft-off state immediately after utilisation. In this case, the device does not need to go into “away state”. The energy consumption for ZMS can be defined as:

$$E_{ZMS} = T_w \cdot P_w + T_a \cdot P_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Here, $T_a$ in ZMS is equal to $T_a + T_s$ in the self-controlled solution. The ZOS is shown in Figure 8. If the device is not in operation, the device immediately goes into sleeping state. The energy consumption for ZOS is:

$$E_{ZOS} = T_w \cdot P_w + T_s \cdot P_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Here, $T_s$ in ZOS is equal to $T_a + T_s$ in the self-controlled solution. Since the transition power consumption is lower than the power consumption in each state, we ignore the power consumption on each transition.

In these three solutions, the energy consumed during the working state is the same. The greatest difference between the self-controlled solution and the OECN solutions is that the device does not need to remain in away state for the time defined by the timer. With the OECN solutions, we assume that the manager knows when a device will not be useful (could be switched off). For instance, the home network manager knows when the video broadcast is ending or when the internet connection is closed. Thus, devices could go to low power consumption states immediately if they are not in operation. Since $P_o$ is always bigger than $P_s$ or $P_a$, energy is saved by putting devices into sleeping state and soft-off state instead of away state.
3.2 Simulation of one device & analysis of results

As presented above, we simulated the device utilisation to evaluate these energy-saving solutions: self-controlled energy-saving solution, ZMS and ZOS. To simulate the three solutions applied to one device, we used the following parameters:

Power consumption of each device in different power states: \( P_s, P_o, P_w \) and \( P_a \), as presented in Table 1.

Device utilisation probabilities over 24 hours: A defined timer \( T_d \) for the self-controlled solution. In our simulations, we used a one hour timer.

Number of simulation runs: 1,000. We compared the results obtained by 10,000 runs and 1,000 runs. The difference in results for laptop consumption on a day type 1 was lower than 1%. We can therefore assume that 1,000 times is sufficient to obtain good accuracy.

3.2.1 Simulation of one laptop on a “Weekend” day type

This is an example of one simulation based on one device in the home network. We firstly simulated laptop utilisation on the weekend. Since all family members are at home on the weekend, they play video games and surf the internet nearly all day.

The laptop utilisation ratio is defined in Figure 9 (below). At 9.30am, there is a high probability that one family member at home is on the laptop until 11:30am. After lunch, it is also quite probable that one family member turns on the laptop. We can see an utilisation peak at 8.30pm, since the father checks his personal email after dinner. We simulated the device usage 1,000 times based on the given probabilities. After each simulation of the device usage, we applied the three different energy-saving solutions to the device utilisation. Figure 10 shows how the three power-saving solutions worked on this device for 1,000 simulation runs. The three coloured lines plot average power consumption.

![Figure 10: Device utilisation ratio on the weekend](image)

![Figure 11: Device power consumption on the weekend](image)

The red line is the power consumption of the device using the self-controlled energy solution. After operation, the device goes into away state for one hour, and then goes into sleeping state.

The blue line represents the power consumption of the device using the ZMS. The device goes into soft-off state immediately after operation.

The green line represents the power consumption of the device using the ZOS. This line sometimes overlaps with the ZMS line, because the power consumption in sleeping state
and soft-off state are approximate. The device goes into sleeping state immediately after operation.

From Figure 10 we can clearly see that the power consumption in the sleeping state and soft-off state is less than in the idle state, for instance, from 11.30am to 12.30. Thus, the energy gain comes from the times when device utilisation changes from active to inactive.

### 3.2.2 Simulation for one laptop on a “Wednesday” day type

Energy is mostly gained when a device switches from active to inactive. In the first simulation example, there were fewer power state transitions. In this example, we simulated the same device on another day type where the power state transitions are more frequent.

On the Wednesday day type, the laptop is used at different times during the day. The stay time in active or inactive is more random and irregular than on the weekend day type. This is shown in Figure 11, where we have simulated laptop power consumption for a weekend day type.

The power consumption obviously decreases when the laptop utilisation ratio decreases in Figure 12. From 9.30am to 10.30am, there is an energy gain between the self-controlled solution and the OECN solutions. This is because the device is quickly turned off (ZMS) or switched to sleeping state (ZOS), instead of staying in away state (self-controlled solution). At 10.30am, the self-controlled solution consumes almost the same energy as the ZOS since the device is in sleeping state in these two solutions. The ZMS can gain more energy than the other two solutions because the device is in soft-off state which consumes less than in sleeping state. Our OECN solutions gain energy when there is a transition from active to inactive and while the device is in inactive state. There is a greater number of state transitions of power; more energy is gained.

### 3.3 Simulation of one home network & analysis of results

Based on the home network shown in Figure 1, we will simulate the home network devices for one year (365 days).
3.3.1 Simulation setup

In order to evaluate energy efficient solutions in a home network environment, simulations are carried out for different day types. In one year, we will have 191 type 1 days, 96 type 2 days, 48 type 3 days and 30 type 4 days. All these different days make up one year (365 days). This choice is representative on the basis of our own knowledge of our customers and how they use the devices.

The three energy-saving solutions are analysed in 3 metrics:

- **Annual energy consumption**: Energy consumption is the energy used in the whole home network in one year. The power consumption of the devices is presented in Table 1 (above). We take the energy consumption of the ZigBee modules into account for the OECN solutions.

- **Daily delay**: Daily delay is the cumulative waiting time every day. The waiting time is calculated from the moment that the device is requested to the moment that the device is in operation. It is the total duration of all transitions from inactive to active. For these energy-saving solutions, the delay for one day is calculated as:

  \[ D_{\text{self-controlled}} = a \cdot T_{aw} + b \cdot T_{sw} \]  
  \[ D_{\text{self-controlled}} = (a + b) \cdot T_{sw} \]  
  \[ D_{\text{self-controlled}} = (a + b) \cdot T_{sw} \]

  The “a+b” is the number of times that the device changes state from inactive to active in one day. “a” is the number of times that the device changes state and does not stay in the inactive state for more than one hour. “b” is the number of times that the device changes state and stays in the inactive state for more than one hour. The transition time is shown in Table 3. The home network delay is the sum of the delays for each home network device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device / Delay (seconds)</th>
<th>( T_{aw} )</th>
<th>( T_{sw} )</th>
<th>( T_{aw} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HGW</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STB</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Transition delay

- **Cost**: The total monetary cost of the three solutions. We calculate the cost of electricity based on the European electricity tariff (for the year 2012) in Table 4. This tariff is cheaper during the night than during the daytime. For the self-controlled energy solution, we calculated the cost of electricity. For the ZMS, we calculated the cost of the electricity and the ZigBee modules. For the ZOS, we calculated the electricity cost of the electricity and the ZigBee module if the device has one. Otherwise, we just calculated the electricity cost of the device.
### 3.3.2 Analysis of results

The results of the three energy-saving solutions simulated on one home network is analysed in three dimensions: energy consumption, delay and cost.

#### 3.3.2.1 Energy consumption

From Figure 13 (below) we can see the energy consumption of one home network with different energy solutions applied. Compared with the self-controlled solution, we can gain 21.79% energy with the ZMS and 16.96% energy consumption with the ZOS in one year. By applying the ZMS, the devices are in the soft off power state which consumes the least energy when they are not in operation. Without the help of the ZigBee modules in the ZOS system, the device could immediately goes to the sleeping power state after the operations and we note the sleeping power state is also a low energy cost state comparing with the idle power state.

Of these four day types, an OECN solution is less effective at the weekend. We gain 10.58% with the ZMS and 7.28% with the ZOS. For day type 3, however, OECN solutions are quite effective for energy saving: 28% (ZMS) and 21% (ZOS). On day type 3, the devices change their power states more often than on day type 2. This is why OECN solutions are more effective on one day type than on another.

As we explained in the part 3.2.2, the more frequently the device changes its state from active to inactive, the more energy is saved. That is why on day type 3 we might have a large energy gain by using OECN solutions. Meanwhile, delay performance increases when the energy gain increases. The more frequently the device changes state, the more delays are accumulated from inactive to active state.

![Energy Consumption](image)

**Figure 14: Home network energy consumption results**
3.3.2.2 Home network delay

The OECN solutions are effective for energy saving. However, the energy gain is not free, and the OECN solutions pay by the delay to have the energy gain. As explained in the simulation setup, the daily delay is the sum of the delays for each home network device. This cumulative delay per day of the home network is 4.8 minutes when using the ZigBee Mandatory Solution. This is acceptable for many users. For other users, the ZOS could be an opportune trade-off, where the daily home network delay is only 0.48 minutes. Note that by applying ZMS, devices are capable to enter the lowest power state which needs longer time to return back to the working power state. That is why ZMS has a higher delay comparing to the other two solutions. ZOS and self-controlled solutions have similar delay for the different day types. However, using the self-controlled solution the user needs to turn on/turn off the user device manually which is not favourable for the quality of the user’s experience. From this point of view, the additional delay of ZOS and ZMS is favourably compensated by the automatic OECN management.

The greater the amount of energy gained, the more delay there is. As shown in Figure 14 for day type 2, the daily delay of all home network devices is 1.447 minutes (ZMS) and 0.146 minutes (ZOS). For day type 3, the OECN solutions are effective for energy saving but we also have an additional delay with the OECN solutions. Every time energy is gained from transitions, the OECN solutions put devices in a low or ultra-low power consumption state, which requires a longer time to wake up.

![Home network delay results](image15.png)

3.3.2.3 Cost

Reducing electricity bills can be a powerful motivation for home network users. At first, extra money must be spent on ZigBee modules. In Figure 15, this family uses six ZigBee modules for ZMS and four ZigBee modules for ZOS. However, after one year, the total cost for the OECN solutions are less than the cost for the self-controlled solution. Comparing the two OECN solutions, the ZMS with six ZigBee modules consumes less energy than the ZOS after 1.5 years in our use case. For users who want to have a short term benefit in one year, they should choose the ZOS solution which is the most profitable.
solution from the 11th month to the 20th month. Users who want to have a long term profit should choose the ZMS solution which is the most profitable energy saving solution after the 20th month.

![Figure 16: Home network cost results](image)

4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed energy-saving solutions based on an Overlay Energy Control Network. This proposition aims to reduce the energy consumption of the home network devices, and thus reduce the environmental impacts caused by the carbon footprint from electricity generation. The proposed Overlay Energy Control Network provides two efficient energy-saving solutions for home network devices. Compared to the two OECN solutions, the device self-controlled energy solution is the solution that saves the least energy. The ZMS, which is based on a complete OECN, is more efficient in terms of energy saving, but it has a relatively high delay compared to the two other solutions. The ZOS, which is based on a partial OECN, is the second most efficient energy-saving solution. This solution also has a delay that is slightly greater than the device self-controlled energy solution but less than the ZMS.

Our ZMS is proven to be an effective energy-saving solution. In addition, the ZOS is proven to be a good trade-off of energy saving and delay. This trade-off depends first and foremost on the selection of non-ZigBee devices and on the time each device takes to change state.

The future challenge will lie in combining ZMS and ZOS solutions for a certain amount of time, depending on our knowledge of usage or user behaviour. In the second phase, we plan to achieve better energy gain with minimum delay to assure better quality of user experience.
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